GC Incentives Partners with CoreHealth Technologies to Deliver Wellness
Rewards Globally
Omaha, NE – Nov. 28, 2017 -- GC Incentives continues to expand its global reach in the incentives and
recognition industry, including wellness rewards, through its new partnership with CoreHealth
Technologies, a wellness technology company.
GC Incentives will leverage its experience and global partnership with UK-based Ovation Incentives to
simplify the administration and fulfillment of wellness rewards for global customers on the CoreHealth
corporate wellness portal.
“Our technology powers wellness programs for health providers, and their global clients, located around
the world. These providers are looking for a one-stop solution that makes it easy to incent and reward
employees for their participation and success in wellness programs – no matter where they are located
in the world,” says Anne Marie Kirby, CEO of CoreHealth Technologies. “With GC Incentives, we found a
perfect partner to help us deliver a seamless wellness rewards solution to customers.”
Rick Buer, CEO of GC Incentives, said the new agreement expands GC’s focus in the health and wellness
market and adds value to robust reward systems like CoreHealth’s. CoreHealth customers can further
maximize their investment in the platform by easily adding gift card wellness incentives in over 35
languages and 120-plus countries from more than 1,200 gift card brands globally. Points earned on the
CoreHealth platform are instantly converted to tangible, fun rewards.
“We’re excited to partner with CoreHealth to integrate our rewards capabilities and collectively bring a
solution to organizations that rewards healthy behaviors and makes a positive impact on individuals and
their corporations,” said Buer.
While CoreHealth Technologies works with numerous best-in-class health and wellness vendors to
deliver value-add programs and services to customers, GC Incentives is the first partner to offer gift card
wellness rewards to CoreHealth customers.
CoreHealth’s all-in-one wellness technology powers wellness programs for corporate wellness
companies, insurers and their wellness divisions, health coaching companies, employee assistance
providers, group benefits brokers, and human resources consulting firms.
GC Incentives, with its game-changing digital wallet technology, gives participants the opportunity to
earn as they go, with gift card rewards that never expire.
The simple, seamless integration of both CoreHealth and GC Incentives technologies enable customers
to maintain their corporate branding throughout both platforms.

